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Disclaimer
Legal

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. CONSULT LEGAL AND FINANCIAL 
EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.

In case you invest via the company’s website using Chinese, US, Canadian or Singapore IP 
addresses, your actions are considered to be illegal and are prohibited by your country’s 
legislation. These rules are relevant to all but certifi ed investors.

The following information may be incomplete and in no way implies a contractual rela-
tionship. While we make every eff ort to ensure that all information in this white paper is 
accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes professional advice. STYRAS 
LTD. Neither guarantees nor accepts responsibility for the accuracy, reliability, current (as 
of this White Paper) or completeness of this content. Individuals intending to invest in the 
platform should seek independent professional advice prior to acting on any of the infor-
mation contained in this paper.

Citizens, residents (tax or otherwise) and green card holders of the United States of 
America, Singapore, China, or other U.S. or Singapore Persons are exempt from buying 
QWS tokens. The term “U.S. or Singapore Persons” refers to anyone who lives in the Unit-
ed States or Singapore or any entity that is incorporated under United States or Singa-
pore law. American citizens living abroad can also be considered “U.S. Persons” under 
certain conditions.

This notice applies to all persons who read this document. Please note this notice may be 
altered or updated. The Whitepaper does not constitute any relations between you (here-
inafter –“you” or “Holder”) and the Distributor. Availability and adquisition of QWS tokens 
is possible only after accepting the Terms of tokensale. 

Acquisition of QWS tokens does not present an exchange of cryptocurrencies for any 
form of ordinary shares of the Distributor and Holders of QWS tokens are not entitled 
to any guaranteed form of dividend. Holders of QWS tokens are only entitled to certain 
rights within the T&C within the smart contract.
QWS tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction.

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or off er document of any sort, and is 
not intended to constitute an off er of securities or a solicitation for investments in securi-
ties in any jurisdiction.

This Whitepaper is for information purposes only. This content is not a fi nancial solicita-
tion. Therefore, none of the contents of this Whitepaper serves as an invitation or in-
ducement to engage in any sort of investment activity. Prospective buyers of QWS tokens 
should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with invest-
ing in cryptocurrencies, Styras Ltd and their respective businesses and operations.
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Introdution
The Whitepaper

Is the event in which a cryptocurrency project sells part of its cryptocurrency tokens to 
early adopters and enthusiasts in exchange for funding. For the party off ering the tokens 
for sale, this provides a proven methodology for raising funds and ensuring adoption of 
the tokens once they are in circulation and is a popular way to upscale an existing prod-
uct or service. On the other hand, for the purchasers of tokens, ICO is an opportunity to 
participate in the early development of cryptocurrency business. Initial Coin Off erings 
(“ICOs”) has quickly grown to account for more startup funding in blockchain-based com-
panies than all of Venture Capital. Nearly $2.3 billion has been raised to date in ICOs, with 
the large majority of that taking place in the fi rst half of 2017. The massive increase in the 
value of cryptocurrencies signifi cantly contributed to the growth of the ICO market during 
the last year. 

The market capitalization of all Cryptocurrency has risen from $7 billion in January of 2016 
to over $130 billion as of September 2017. Bitcoin has appreciated nearly thirty times 
since September of 2013 ($135 USD per Bitcoin), to over $4,000 per Bitcoin in September 
of 2017. In part, this is due to Bitcoin’s role as the most widely known, used, and accepted 
cryptocurrency for payments. Ether has appreciated more than one hundred times since 
August of 2015 ($2.83 USD), reaching over $300 in September of 2017. 

In part, this has been due to Ether’s role as the core utility token in Ethereum - the most 
widely used blockchain based computing platform for ICO token sales. ICOs are a way for 
early cryptocurrency holders to diversify their holdings using the cryptocurrency itself. In 
the last year, the market has seen an incredible move by startups and founders towards 
the use of blockchain technology and tokenized models. 

STY tokens are released on the basis of Ethereum blockchain technology, ERC 20 stan-
dard.

What is an Initial Coin Off ering  - ICO
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                       Qwasder/Styras?
what is

No need for International 
roaming services and their 

high prices.

No need for internet 
contracts with international 

phone companies.

Never again get tied down 
by hotel WiFi or Free Wifi 

Zones.

STYRAS is also a Router
with advanced encryption software so all connectivity is secure. Allows users to connect 
up to 10 other devices to wifi.

The Qwasder ICO is the continuation of the 
Styras project, within Qwasder ICO we will have 
more pre-ICO and ICO bonus time, more bonus 
and we will have bounty program. All these 
points were requested in Styras, but since the 
Smart Contract was already deployed, there was 
no way to modify the Styras ICO, for this reason 
we are launching Qwasder.

Qwasder/Styras is the fi rst decentralized mobile 
app based on Ethereum blockchain technology 
that will off ers;  internet connection anywhere 
on the planet. 

Using smart contracts, Styras customers maintain 
internet connection oversees at low costs. 

Qwasder and Styras are a new Token 
allowing any mobile phone to connect to the internet. This is the only solution for users 
who are constantly traveling and wants to remain connected.

It was never this easy to stay connected!

With the Styras APP and Styras Router you will remain 
connected 24hs, where ever you are.

The service has a Global reach, and Qwasder and Styras Tokens, along with other cryptocur-
rencies are the method of payment.

                       Qwasder/Styras?
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You travel to other countries and wish 
to have aff ordable internet at all times.

The problem

Time and time again when we travel outside the country, and we need internet connec-
tion we are forced to the following situations, it is also notable that you can use our ser-
vices in your own country and replace your current internet provider:

1. Internet only in hotels and Free WiFi Zones; or
2. Expensive roaming from our service providers

Relying on hotel internet access tends to be a fairly awkward experience, we depend on 
the hotel’s internet package, which again is shared by dozens of the other guests. Once 
we leave the comfort of the hotel we are left completely stranded on stranded from our 
day to day lives. After that, we must again trek to fi nd low-quality internet from a Free WiFi 
zone.

When we agree to International Roaming services from our phone company, the prices 
are less than optimal and the overall connectivity is many times unstable.

With Styras you will remain connected 
24hs during all of your trips abroad.

The solution

Styras also follows your where ever you are within your own country, you can take 
your Router anywhere  and connect your various devices and enjoy aff ordable, easy to 
use internet connection.
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TRANSFER INTERNET: Whenever a friend or family member needs internet urgently, 
send them STY! Once they receive it they can buy MB and use WiFi anywhere from our 
app.

Highly advanced encryption for the security of your personal funds.

Enjoy a high-quality prepaid service, that gives you the freedom of paying as you go.
 
Styras has partnerships with various service providers, which amplify our hotspot cov-
erage in your own country and abroad, making it possible to stay connected in more 
places. If one carrier has technical issues we compliment our coverage with other 
partners whose coverage overlaps, therefore you always have a connection.

You do not need to have cell phone service or access to the internet to be able to use 
the App, your app has a mind of its own, it is always connected to the internet, as long 
as, you have Styras to pay for your service.

 Why use Qwasder/Styras?
- Off ers accessible prices with optimal WiFi around the globe, anytime.

- Better quality Internet than international Roaming services.

- Highly advanced encryption for your security of your personal funds.

- If the price of Qwasder or Styras tokens goes up, it will increase your MB for navigation, 
how?:

 Example: When you buy 1000 STY, which is aprox. at 100USD of Internet Balance  
 (depending on the STY spot price), then STY price rises to 0.15USD, you will have  
 150USD of Internet balance. Your balance increases by 50%, which you can 
 transfer to your APP and enjoy longer connection.
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Main goals

Internet access anywhere on the planet;

You can buy internet packages with cryptocurrencies;

No need for connection contracts with internet providers;

Safe and stable internet access;

Development of a cell phone APP that allows you to connect to the internet 
anywhere and always remains connected to the internet;

You can take your STYRAS Router with you everywhere and also connect 10 other 
devices or phones, with speeds of 21mbps, thanks to 3G connection.

Styras App

Styras is composed of 3 segments

Styras Wallet Styras Router

Styras App Features

- Available on GooglePlay for Android devices and later on AppStore for Apple devices;
- The user must create a User Name and Login password:   Login / New User

- Once the APP is open the user has 3 choices: 

1. Styras Wallet

2. Internet connection by Styras App;

3. Internet connection by Styras Router;
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There will be 4 wallet options, for Styras, 
Qwasder, Bitcoin and Ethereum.

The Wallet

Buy Internet packages 
with Styras!

SEND: You can send or receive QWASDER or 
STYRAS from one wallet to another; You are able to 
transfer internet balances to any other cell phone. 
How? transferring QWS or STY between wallets, the 
receiving person is buying Internet packages with 
QWS or STY;

RECEIVE: It shows your QR code or copy your STY 
address; Once you have received the cryptocurren-
cy, you will be able to see the amount in MB you 
have to navigate, to transform the STY to MB you 
must:

TRANSFER TO MB: buying button!
First of all, you must type the amount of Qws or 
Sty (Btc or Eth) you want to transfer to MB, also will 
show you the amount in MB before transfer.
Once you click on this button, MB are deposited 
into your account;

CONNECT: After purchasing MB, you can browse!!

You can buy Internet packages 
with Bitcoin and Ethereum too!

Besides your Qwasder and Styras Wallet there are two more; 

BTC Wallet: send and receive your BTC into Styras wallet;

ETH Wallet: send and receive your ETH into Styras wallet;

All four wallets have advanced encryption for your funds to be secure, we will also provide you 
with a private key.

Image contains arbitrary values, 
does not indicate current values.
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The APP
Internet Connection via 
Styras App

To connect to the internet by Styras App, fi rstly you 
should have saved in your wallet some cryptocur-
rency which could be Styras, Bitcoin or Ethereum. 

Automatic login feature makes it internet connec-
tion to be instant once you arrive at a new destina-
tion, therefore you do not need to have service or 
have access to the internet already to start using it, 
it’s always connected.

In this section, you will fi nd the following op-
tions:
TRANSFER TO MB
TOTAL BALANCE
START INTERNET

How is this possible?
In the background, the application detects your location and sends a message to us. In-
dicating your location. According to this information, the system will fi gure out, where the 
closest HotSpot is and it will send your Styras App all the information necessary (name of 
the Web and the password of the HotSpot). With this data, you will have internet access.

2.1 TRANSFER TO MB:
This option is for purchasing MB for navigation.

Enter how many units of the chosen cryptocurrency (QWS, STY, BTC, ETH) you wish to 
convert to MB.

Once you fi nish “Transferring to MB” a transaction from your wallet to our wallet will take
place, including the payment of a small delivery fee. After the fi rst confi rmation of your 
transaction, the MB’s for navigation will be credited, subsequently, your Styras internet ex-
perience commences. To enable the internet you need to select “Start INTERNET”

Image contains arbitrary values, 
does not indicate current values.
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Bonus with QWS or STY
Styras App

TOTAL BALANCE:
Indicates
Wallet balance in Qwasder, Styras, Bitcoin or Ethere-
um as well as its counter value in Dollars;
MB Balance for navigation;
Additional 15% navigation bonus when you deposit 
STY;
Alerts are in place when your internet balance is 
low;

2.3 START INTERNET: Once you converted your cryp-
tocurrency into MB you should select this option for 
starting your navigation:

UNLIMITED INTERNET: To enjoy unlimited MB for 24/48/72 hours you should select the 
option “buy free MB”. You can fi nd this function on the Main Menu

Do you have Qwasder or Styras stored in your wallet? 
You can benefi t from the tokens appreciation in the market. How? You might ask. If STY’s 
price goes up, then you have more MB to surf the net. It is that simple. These benefi ts are 
not available for MB packs bought with Bitcoin or Ethereum. If you think that the price of 
STY will begin to go down, you can transfer your STY to MB and you will not lose MB. 
Furthermore, there is an alarm in place to let you know the best moment to transfer your 
STY to MB.

Styras App Bonus!
 - If you deposit QWS or STY you will get an additional 15% for navigation;

Image contains arbitrary values, 
does not indicate current values.
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Styras Router
Internet connection through
Styras Router!

To gain internet access through Styras router you 
fi rst need to purchase the product from our offi  cial 
website. You also need to have some kind of crypto-
currency saved away in your wallet, it can be 
Qwasder, Styras, Bitcoin or Ethereum.
When opening this section you will fi nd the following 
options:

SEARCH ROUTER

TRANSFER AND SEND

TOTAL BALANCE

FINISH CONNECTION

SEARCH ROUTER:
Turn on the router;
Go to option “search”;
The application will detect the router and will link it 
to your account;
Once linked, you must move back and go to the 
option TRANSFER & SEND

Image contains arbitrary values, 
does not indicate current values.

TRANSFER & SEND:

To complete the transaction you must have a balance of the aforementioned crypto-
currencies in your wallet.
Enter how many units of the chosen cryptocurrency (QWS, STY, BTC, ETH) you wish to 
transfer to MB.
Click on “Transfer&Send” and the application will execute the transaction of cryptocur-
rency to MB. The application sends the MB to the Router, and a little later the device 
will be enabled with a WiFi signal so that your devices are now connectable.
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The router contains an integrated SIM CARD which is completely free of charge and 
receives a direct internet signal from our providers. This way we are able to distribute 
the signal to devices like notebooks, tablets or gaming consoles. This is possible through 
3G/4G technology.

How is this possible?

TOTAL BALANCE:

Shows the available balance of Qwasder, Styras, Bitcoin or Ethereum in your wallet and its 
counter value in Dollar as well;
Shows the available credit in MB for navigation;
If you deposit QWS or STY the bonus will inform you about your additional 15% crediting, 
available for navigation
When you have only a few MB left the application emits sends a beeping notice.

FINISH CONNECTION: 
Select this after you are done using the router.

How they works?
Wi-Fi HotSpots

Wi-Fi hotspots are a convenient way to access the Internet from just about any notebook, 
smartphone or tablet. In 2010 it was estimated that there were about 750,000 hotspots 
worldwide and this number has been growing exponentially every year. 

A Wi-Fi hotspot works much the same as the Wi-Fi you fi nd in most homes. A wireless 
access point communicates with computers and other Wi-Fi devices using radio signals. 
This Wi-Fi access point is connected to the Internet and is usually connected to a router 
or a server that regulates who can access the Wi-Fi. How the signals are sent and re-
ceived is standardized, using the 80211 standards developed by the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

Many places off er free Wi-Fi hotspots as a public service, including airports, libraries, 
college campuses and other public locations. Restaurants, coff ee shops and hotels may 
off er free Wi-Fi hotspots to attract customers. Other hotspots require that you pay for us-
ing the service. The cost of paid hotspots varies. Some places require that you pay with a 
credit card, or charge the service to your smartphone carrier account. Other places allow 
you to pay a cashier for the service, who then provides you with a password. Soon will be 
possible to pay with cryptocurrency, Styras Bitcoin or Ethereum. 
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How do the Styras APP and STYRAS Wallet work?

This decentralized application based on the blockchain technology Ethereum allows 
your cell phone to connect to WiFi Hotspots available around the world.
As I said before, a WiFi Hotspot is an access equipment that will offer wireless (without 
cables) internet coverage through WiFi standards, aiming to establish a wireless WiFi 
communication with the device “client”. All of those providers of WiFi signals are the 
partner of Styras.

When you start the application, it will detect your location and mail it to our system.  
smart contracts are detecting where the closest Hotspot available to you is situated. 
While buying MB for navigation we receive your payment through the blockchain and 
after the first confirmation of the transaction, we will send a signal to our system to 
enable a particular Hotspot near you. 

Styras App receives the signal and will link you to those particular Hotspots which will be 
activated after the payment has been realized.
There are Hotspots available to you in most countries and cities around the world.

How does the Styras Router work.

When you turn on the Styras Router, our application Styras APP will detect the device 
and link it to our Styras account.

The Router integrates a SIM CARD completely free of charge and aimed for the 
receivement of an internet signal, so we are able to distribute the product to our 
devices like Notebooks, Tablets or Gaming consoles. 
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Styras Router - Features
1. 3G Connectivity which allows a speed of 21 mbps;
2. It will allow you to connect up to 10 devices thru Wi-Fi;
3. 5 hour battery duration and a stand-by mode of 40 hours;
4. Supports Telephones, Notebooks, Tablets, Gaming Consoles;
5. It offers secure internet connection;
6. Customer service 24/7;
7. You can recharge your internet balance buying with Styras, Bitcoin or Ethereum.
8. With your Styras Router you can share your connection with other devices, with 
Styras App you cannot share your Internet because you are connecting to a Wi-Fi 
HotSpots.

Smart Contracts
Qwasder/Styras 

The use of Ethereum Smart Contracts is innovating in the technology of internet connec-
tions. With these intelligent contracts based on the blockchain, it accesses a wide web of 
Hotspots, it’s easy for our users. Adds MB packages, increases the velocity of the whole 
service and it lets you stay connected at all times. These contracts allow internet sharing 
among users while compensating transactions between wallets, the smart contract will 
detect the amount of money stored, and will also process transfers to MB. Furthermore, 
it will detect if the internet packages were bought through QWS or STY for your subse-
quent compensation of 15% of the total. Also you can buy packages for internet naviga-
tion paying with Qwasder, Styras, Bitcoin or Ethereum. You also can count on the Router, 
it will always connect your devices to a WiFi web.

Smart contracts in the WiFi internet industry

Buying cryptocurrency to connect to the internet;

Transfer internet packages between users;

With appreciation of QWS or STY  there will be benefi ts in MB

It enables you to connect more than one device to the router.
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HOW TO BUY QWASDER TOKEN? 
You can participate at QWASDER ICO http://qwasder.io/ to have access to the token.

REGISTRATION PROCESS
Register at https://qwasder.io
Sign up creating a new account with the following information:
Full name, Username, Password, E-mail and confi rmation E-mail
ID Photo: national ID or passport.
If you haven’t completed the KYC process (Know Your Customer), you will be required to 
send your photo ID after the ICO ends.

YOU CAN BUY QWASDER TOKENS FROM ERC-20 COMPATIBLE WALLETS:
MyEtherWallet, MetaMask, Mist, Parity, Exodus, or another ERC-20 compatible wallet.

QWASDER DASHBOARD
Once you are log in to Qwasder Dashboard, you are able to see:

ICO PROGRESS
Progress bar of our ICO, will show the exact amount raised in the moment that you are 
log in.

Qwasder tokens (QWS) will be trading on this Exchanges:

https://www.okex.com/
https://www.kucoin.com/
https://yobit.net/
https://idex.market/
http://nebula.exchange/

Styras tokens listed at:

https://www.okex.com/  from Feb, 12th
https://yobit.net/
https://idex.market/
http://nebula.exchange/ from mid-Feb

FOR ETH CONTRIBUTION

Gas limit: 200000

Send ETH only from compatible ERC-20 wallets like MyEtherWallet, MetaMask, 
Parity, Mist, or another one. Do not send ETH from exchanges like OKEX, 
Poloniex, BitFinex, Bittrex, etc.
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CONTRIBUTION CALCULATOR
The calculator will give you the exact amount of Qwasder Tokens that you are going to 
receive for each Ehereum transaction. It will calculate depending on the tier of the ICO, 
Pre-sale or Public sale.

YOUR BALANCE
Paste your Ethereum Wallet to watch your Qwasder token balance. 

QWASDER TOKEN PRICE:
It will show the actual price of Qwasder Token, depending on the stage of the ICO.

PRICE OF THE QWASDER TOKEN
Depending on the stage of the ICO. It will show how many QWS tokens will you receive for 
each Ethereum transaction. 

ADDING QWASDER TOKEN TO YOUR WALLET
Access your MyEtherWallet or Metamask account, or another ERC-20 compatible 
wallet that you are using.

Add custom token to your MyEtherWallet or MetaMask account (Wallet)

Add this contract address: (Token Address)

0x10A052Ba2D16b8b35A1F62b09024C1a4B5763f10

SYMBOL: QWS
 
DECIMALS: 18

HOW TO SEE YOUR QWASDER BALANCE
Access EtherScan website  
https://etherscan.io/
1 - Paste your Ethereum Wallet
2 - Search the option: “Token Tracket”
3 - Then select “View Tokens”
4 - Qwasder Balance: Amount of QWS tokens

Contribution with BTC
Contribution will be possible with Bitcoin (BTC) too, full guide on how to participate 
with BTC will be in your dashboard
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Technical view
 ICO Process

Create Contracts 
First, the contract owner (the Developer) has to create the Crowdsale Contract. The 
Crowdsale contract is used to collect and authorize user addresses, collect ETH payments 
and compute Styras balances. The crowdsale contract is only active during a specifi c time 
period. 
The contract crowdsale has an Escrow.
Escrow with multisignature wallets for better security. 

Register for the ICO 
Due to legal requirements, potential investors have to register and accept the terms of 
the Qwasder ICO before they invest. For this registration, a valid email address and a 
National ID or passport document are required. Also, we will be asking you to send your 
wallet address.  After a successful registration, you will have a username and password, 
and the user is authorized to invest.

Invest 
Users become investors by transferring ETH from the wallet which was provided during 
the registration, to the crowdsale contract. Users will receive the QWS token on their 
wallets. The investors have to send ETH from a compatible ERC20 token wallet like MyEth-
erWallet, MetaMask, Parity or Mist. Do not send ETH from exchanges like BitFinex, Coin-
Base, BitStamp, etc. Those tokens are blocked and will be unlocked only 16 days after ICO 
ends. Contribution will be possible with BTC too
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MARKET REACH
Target Consumers:

Our main target is consumers that currently rely on contract internet services around the 
world. Those that do not want to get tied down to relying on hotspot services from only 
one service provider. Our product reach is vast thanks to our partnership arrangements 
with diff erent service providers that help make our product more fl exible and available. 
Moreover, our goal is to reach the following consumers:

Those who already use similar products but need a wider range of use.
Customers that want to use a prepaid service and do not want to get tied down by 2-3 
year contracts with service providers.
Customers that have need of safe and easy to use internet service for their businesses
Those that want to use Cryptocurrencies as a way to pay for services without cashing out 
of their investments.

Key Markets:
Research shows that consumers are moving are migrating to prepaid services, all around 
the world, with the resurgence of emerging market economies in South America, Asia, 
and Africa.  This is also the case for large economies whose consumers are seeing eco-
nomic benefi ts with pay as you go services.

Continents with the greatest needs for prepaid internet services are South America, Af-
rica, and Asia, although there is still a lot of development needed for these continents to 
compete in the number of hotspots available. Consequently to maximize our returns we 
have to concentrate our customer base in those countries that have a higher demand for 
internet services as well as the best infrastructure available to optimize our bottom line. 
This said we will fi rst target customers in more developed markets, like the United States, 
Canada, China, Japan, and most European Countries. Once we have gained a strong cus-
tomer base we will start targeting less developed markets.

MARKET OUTLOOK
Internet and Phone Service Providers

The telecommunications industry is vast and has various key players, such as Americom, 
Millicom and AT&T, these companies rely on contract customers, meaning that their y-o-y 
results apply rely on the year and more contracts that their customers have to sign to 
maintain the service. Furthermore,

These companies do have a wide reach of services that are available to use but they are 
only available to those that constrict themselves to a contract.
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Roaming
International roaming plans allow you to use mobile data in most countries all around 
the world. The very big downside is that you only get a very low data allowance for a lot 
of cash. It may be the most convenient options, but it is also the most expensive one. 
Moreover, the connection fl uctuates frequently and it is not reliable for long-term usage, 
below are some examples of the price range. These services are only available to contract 
clients and cannot be used as a prepaid service.

International Roaming Packages from US Carriers
AT&T
3G data for $30, includes 120 MB for 30 days
$60 for 300 MB, $120 for 800 MB

Verizon
3G data for $25, includes 100 MB for 30 days
$50 for 250 MB

Sprint
Free unlimited 2G data (slow)
Faster 3G data available for $25, includes 200 MB for 7 Days
Number of countries with coverage is much less than AT&T/T-Mobile, check the coverage 
map

T-Mobile
Free unlimited 2G data (slow) to 140+ countries
Faster 3G data available for a fee ($50 for 500 MB for 14 days)
Best in terms of free data for the most number of countries

Internet Hotspots
Mobile hotspots, either in stand-alone devices or included as a feature inside smart-
phones, allow people share their connection to a carrier’s cellular network with others 
via Wi-Fi. It’s a pretty handy thing to have around, especially if you are on the road where 
Wi-Fi Internet access might not be available.

Our direct competition:

AT&T
The second biggest carrier in the US is not as big on mobile hotspots as Verzion. AT&T 
currently only sells one stand-alone model. It’s available on the company’s prepaid plan. If 
you buy it, you can sign up for three plans. The cheapest is $25 a month, which gives you 
2 GB of data, and you can buy additional data for $10 per 500 MB. $50 a month gives you 
5 GB of data for your mobile hotspot, and you can get 1 GB of additional data for an extra 
$10. Finally, you can spend $75 a month for 8 GB of mobile hotspot data, and you can 
spend $10 to get an additional 2 GB of data.
They have an international internet option that resembles ours with the diff erence 
ours, you can take your mobile phone anywhere and you can also have access to fi xed 
hotspots in mayor countries just using your mobile phone.
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Skyroam

The Skyroam is a personal Wi-Fi hotspot device with unlimited data coverage in about 65 
countries. The device is sold at $125 for the device, including fi ve free day passes. Con-
nects up to fi ve devices and off ers global coverage through 3G/4G connection and local 
data routing. It also has unlimited data per day pass with encrypted connections with 
speeds up to 42 Mbps for downloads and 21 Mbps for uploads. After the initial fi ve free 
day passes, purchase of additional day passes costs $10 per pass

Xfi nity Mobile
Xfi nity Mobile is a new wireless service available exclusively to Comcast subscribers. 
The service relies on Verizon’s network, along with access to 16 million Comcast Wi-Fi 
hotspots. We have to note that Xfi nity is only a competitor for the USA, as its services 
are not international, we are adding to our list, as it relies on piggybacking on vendor 
hotspots, but only for Comcast and Verizon, this is only applicable for Cellphone use, as 
they do not have a hotspot device, therefore you cannot share internet with any of your 
devices.

Prices vary from $12 a month up to $65 a month, depending on the options you can also 
add charges to your existing Comcast contract. Be aware that these prices do not include 
taxes and fees, which will vary from state to state.
The bare minimum $12 plan gets you 1GB of data along with unlimited talk and text. If 
you go beyond 1GB, you are charged an additional $12 per GB. Comcast rounds up, so 
2.1GB or 2.9GB of data usage would both be treated as 3GB, and cost you $36.

Device selection is probably the biggest downside to Xfi nity Mobile. You can’t bring your 
own device, and Comcast has a limited number of phones available.

STYRAS/QWASDER

Cellphone Hotspots

Styras diff ers signifi cantly in terms of service range, this is so because, in comparison 
with these competitors, we have several partners around the world that allow our WiFi 
HotSpot availability to be vastly superior in number than those of AT&T, Verizon and Xfi n-
ity. We do not require for our customers to sign a contract, this is a prepaid service that 
gives you the freedom of using our platform without hassles with the benefi t that we rely 
on multiple carriers whos Hotspots overlap. 

Therefore if is not in service in one city or country another one does, the same can be 
said about connectivity through our Router. Internet speeds do not diff er from our com-
petition, although reliability does. We have to note that because of corporate safety we 
cannot yet disclose the price of this service and unlimited packages, what we can strongly 
affi  rm is that they are highly competitive and more available to the public.
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ICO Pre-Sale and Public Sale
Token Sales Information 

Maximum supply will be 200 millions (Hard Cap) of Qwasder token (QWS) . If you have 
participated at the Styras ICO, for each Styras Token that you have purchased you will 
receive one Qwasder token.
For Example:
If you have 1000 STYRAS, you will get 1000 Qwasder token in your wallet.

The Pre-ICO will start on February 16th, 2018 at 15:00:00 GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) 
and end on March 20th, 2018 at 00.00 GMT, then ICO Public Sale will start on March 
20th, 2018 at 00.00 GMT and end on April 21st, 2018 at 00.00 GMT. 

Some of the numbers may change with ETH/USD exchange rates and volatility.

50.000.000 of Qwasder tokens is for Reserved tokens by the company to incentiv-
ize community, beta testers, marketing and strategic partners. Those tokens will be 
subject to a 6 months lock-in period. 

Tokens distribution for buyers will be released after 16 days ICO ends.

STYRAS Router

Our Router houses the same technology as our competitors, as we have explained, this 
product is possible with the use of 3G/4G technology through a free Sim Card. We must 
reiterate that this is a prepaid service, you will have to buy this device from our website 
and it will have a cost of around USD 50.00. Our Router has a speed of 21MBPS, and 
we also promote unlimited internet packages, which have the same cost as the mobile 
hotspot services, there is no diff erentiation in price or usage. Meaning that you use your 
the same Unlimited Package with Mobile Hotspot service that you have only used your 
Cellphone. 

Payment

The main diff erence is that you use cryptocurrencies to pay for your services, you do not 
need to sign any contracts or have to rely on only one carrier, we do that for you. The 
major benefi t of this is that you use Styras as a means of paying for a service and also as 
an investment. You can transfer Styras to friends and family through our wallet and they 
can also enjoy the same service. No other product in the market allows you to have this 
freedom. 
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25% AMOUNT TO BURN

60% AMOUNT 
AVAILABLE

Allocation

Up to 200.000.000 QWASDER tokens will be minted. The QWS tokens are intended 
to be allocated as follows:

25%: 50.000.000 of QWS to burn at the end of the ICO

60%: 119.568.000 of QWS, Amount available for purchase

10%: 20.000.000 of QWS, Reserved tokens by the company to incentivize 
community, beta testers, marketing and strategic partners. Those tokens will be 
subject to a 6 months lock-in period.

5%: 9.431.839 of QWS, to be transferred from STY ICO

1%: 1.000.000 of QWS, for Bounty Program

Minimum transaction amount: between 0.25 and 1 ETH

Minimum goal - 840.000 STY. Softcap already reached in Styras ICO

25% AMOUNT TO BURN

60% AMOUNT 

10% RESERVED TOKENS

5% TOKENS FROM STY

1% BOUNTY
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 ICO Process. Timing, Off ering size and price

RESERVED TOKENS: 10% of the total supply = 20.000.000 STY.
Those tokens will be subject to a 6 months lock-in period. 

Use  of Styras and Proceeds
Ethereum Proceeds 
   • 60% STYRAS Development 
   • 20% Sales & Marketing 
   • 8% Third Parties (PR, engineering, Marketing, Affi  liate programs…) 
   • 7% Administration (legal, security, accounting..) 
   • 5% Contingency (unforeseen costs) 

PRE-ICO QWASDER
Starting on: February 16th, 2018 at 15.00 GMT
Ending on: March 20th, 2018 at 00.00 GMT

1° Week PRE-ICO. For each Ethereum transaction you will get:
 Day 1 to Day 3:     1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 6000 QWS   
 Day 4 and Day 5:  1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 5800 QWS   
 Day 6 to Day 7 :    1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 5600 QWS   

2° Week PRE-ICO. 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 5400 QWS       
3° Week PRE-ICO. 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 5200 QWS      
4° Week PRE-ICO. 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 5000 QWS       

Contribution from 49 ETH and over or 4,9 BTC during Pre-ICO: additional 30% more.
Contribution from 98 ETH and over or 9,8 BTC during Pre-ICO: additional 50% more.

ICO PUBLIC SALE QWASDER
Starting on: March 20th, 2018 at 00.00 GMT
Ending on: April 21st, 2018 at 00.00 GMT

1° Week Public Sale: 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 4750 QWS       
2° Week Public Sale: 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 4500 QWS       
3° Week Public Sale: 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 4250 QWS       
4° Week Public Sale: 1 ETH or 0.094 BTC = 4000 QWS   

Contribution from 9 ETH and over or 0.9 BTC during ICO Public Sale: additional 20% 
more.
Contribution from 18 ETH and over or 1.8 BTC during ICO Public Sale: additional 30% 
more.

There is no minimum payment. Fee free to invest 1 wei.
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60% STYRAS Development

20% Sales & Marketing

8% Third Parties7% Administration

5% Contingency

As of the date of this Whitepaper, the exact amount of Ether obtained from Participants 
in the Initial Coin Off er (the Total Exchange Amount) is uncertain and depends on the 
ETH Coin Value set by the Developer and the amount of STYRAS exchanged. 

60% STYRAS Development:
The Developer intends to use 60 percent of the Total Exchange Amount for the further 
development of the STYRAS APP, STYRAS ROUTER AND STYRAS WALLET. It is referring to 
the development and operation of all the technology described above, including smart 
contracts, wallets, APPs, hardware and complementary technology and any other up-
date on STYRA technology. Including external developers, consultants, and full-time staff  
to improve the emission process.

20% Sales & Marketing:
20 percent of the Total Exchange Amount is reserved for marketing and sales mea-
sures; We created an online sales department through our website, where you can 
acquire Styras Routers and internet packages. This department is for the American 
Continents, Asia and Europe. 

8% Third Parties
8 percent of the Total Exchange Amount will be used for the payment of third parties 
such as for public relations matters, engineering, marketing, and affi  liate programs; 

7% Administration:
7 percent of the Total Exchange Amount will be applied towards administrative costs 
such as legal fees and accounting. 

5% Contingency:
5 percent are reserved for unforeseen costs.

Use of Qwasder/Styras and Proceeds 
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Project Management. Styras Project/Qwasder ICO
Use of Proceeds

Development of the Wallet

– We will select the team developers;
- Development of the prototype and the Alfa y beta versions of the wallet;
- Testing in the markets;
- Development of promotional material for the marketing campaign;
- Recruitment of a marketing team and an operational team for the launch of the product;
- Publicity campaign for wallet;
- Development of a Press Content;
- Beginning of the promotion of the wallet in American, European and Asian markets;  

Development of the APP

- Compilation of the programmer team  for the development of the application;
- Development and debug of the application for devices Android, accomplished by our 
team of developers, specially hired for this project;
- Implementation of the blockchain technology within the architecture of the application;
- The achievement of hotspot in major countries with their cities;
- Determination of the fees that would use Styras App for the internet connection;

Introduction of the App;
- Massive media investments for main markets;
- The opening of representative offi  ces in Berlin, Germany;
- Support services in the regions where we are present

Development of the Router
- Physical device layout on paper;
- Contract with the manufacturer for the development of the router;
- Implementation of the SIM CARD for our internet service;
- Integration of the Router within our application;

Determination of the fees that would use Styras Router for the internet connection;
Introduction of the Styras Router;
massive promotion within the principal markets of America, Europe, and Asia;
online Support 24 hours, daily
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Roadmap
Styras project. Qwasder ICO
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Q1/2017 Start of Styras Project 
Q4/2017 ICO Start 
Q1/2018 Listed of STYRAS Token on exchanges, as soon as the ICO ends
Q1/2018 Hiring of Hotspot services in the main countries and their cities
Q1/2018 Development of Styras wallet for Android
Q2/2018 Development of Styras App for Android
Q2/2018 Development of Styras Router this includes testing 
Q3/2018 Marketing begins for the sale of Styras Routers and APP presentation
Q3/2018 Styras Router will be available on the website to purchase
Q1/2019 Development of Styras wallet for iPhone
Q2/2019 Development of Styras App for iPhone
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Q1/2017 Start of Styras Project
The styras project is born of the need that travelers have to use a global internet service 
that is available in all countries, without contracts, without subscriptions and paid with 
cryptocurrency.

Q4/2017 ICO Start
Styras ICO Pre-Sale and Public-Sale begins. 
Enabled registrations on the website styras.io

Q1/2018 Listed of STYRAS Token and development Wallet
Listed of STYRAS Token on exchanges, as soon as the ICO ends.

Q1/2018 Hiring of Hotspot
At this date, we are going to hire HotSpots services in the main countries and their cities.

Q1/2018 Development of Styras Wallet for Android

Q2/2018 Development of Styras App for Android

Q2/2018 Development of Styras Router this includes testing 

Q3/2018 Marketing begins for the sale of Styras Routers and APP presentation
Marketing of Styras products begins.
Styras Offi  cial release. Styras App and Styras Router.

Q3/2018 Styras Router will be available on the website to purchase

Q1/2019 Development of Styras wallet for iPhone

Q2/2019 Development of Styras App for iPhone
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Team Members
Qwasder/Styras

CEO & Co-Founder Fernando Arriola
Has been in the fi nancial industry for over 10 years, he has 
worked in several IPOs in the New York Stock Exchange as 
well as in Latin American Countries. He also served at the 
Board of a large fi nancial institution.

CEO & Blockchain Developer - Joseph Berganza
Mainly experienced in blockchain development. Software 
developer with experience in building web applications and 
e-commerce webs. 
User experience design, software development, testing and 
deployment.

CFO – Ami Lebendiker
Mr. Lebendiker joined Styras in 2017 as Chief Financial 
Offi  cer, he has5+ Years Program Manager at Google. Exten-
sive experience in Blockchain technology and ICOs.
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CTO – Tom Starke
Mr. Starke joined Styras in 2017 as Chief Technical Offi  cer 
during the fi rm’s expansion into the European markets. 
Building on a biochemical background, Tom gained vast 
experience and insight while working in the pharmaceutical 
industry since 2014 - emphasizing especially on controlling 
and networking within the DACH countries. Furthermore, 
due to his previous involvement in diff erent sales compa-
nies in Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands, Tom provides 
some years of experience in sales strategies, customer con-
tact and business development for the southern and middle 
European countries.

Chief Legal Advisor – Roger Bravo
Mr. Bravo joined Styras in 2017 as Financial Advisor during 
the fi rm’s expansion into the European markets. Practicing 
law since 2013, Roger focuses in the areas of business and 
commercial litigation, emphasizing particularly on all mat-
ters related to contracts. He has also several years of expe-
rience working with German, Austrian and Swiss legislation 
in the area of pharmaceutical law. He advises all sort of 
entities on legal matters pertaining to the DACH and Latin 
America regions.

Full Stack Engineer - Jhon Harold
Has previously worked as O&M Engineer at Hauwei and 
collaborator at the Space Agency (Nasa).  
Broad knowledge of telecommunications. Support, O & M 
in Ericsson, Huawei and several other technologies.
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Chief Technical Advisor - Didier Irrazabal
More than twenty years of experience in the 
Telecommunications industry, specialized in mobile 
Internet network and APP development for Android.

COO – Taka Yuki Obara
Specializes in Logistics and the import and export business 
in Japan and Latin America, he has been responsible for the 
development of several governmental projects.
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As seen on
THE MERKLE
https://themerkle.com/styras-ico-a-token-that-allows-anyone-to-enjoy-aff ordable-in-
ternet-access-anywhere/

CRYPTOCOIN NEWS
https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/styras-ico-new-token-allow-internet-access-mobile-
phone-anywhere-planet/

NEWS BTC
https://www.newsbtc.com/2017/11/06/styras-arises-necessity-staying-connected-any-
where-everywhere-go/

COINSPEAKER
https://www.coinspeaker.com/2017/10/30/stay-connected-everywhere-styras-an-
nounces-ico/

CRYPTO INSIDER
https://cryptoinsider.21mil.com/styras-ico-new-token-will-allow-enjoy-aff ordable-in-
ternet-access-anywhere-planet-just-using-phone/

ICO BENCH
https://icobench.com/ico/styras

BITCOINIST
https://bitcoinist.com/styras-ico-new-token-will-allow-enjoy-aff ordable-internet-ac-
cess-anywhere-planet-just-using-phone/

ICOTOP LIST
https://topicolist.com/ico/styras-ico

BLOCKONOMI
https://blockonomi.com/styras-ico/

LIBER BITS
https://www.bestebank.org/ico/pr/styras/

CRYPTOCOIN GROWTH
https://cryptocoingrowth.com/2017/10/27/styras-ico-a-new-token-that-will-allow-
you-to-enjoy-aff ordable-internet-access-anywhere-on-the-planet-just-by-using-your-
phone/

ICO WATCHLIST
https://icowatchlist.com/ico/styras

ICOALERT
https://www.icoalert.com
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ICO SOURCE
https://icosource.io/ico/styras/

ICO DAILY
https://icosource.io/ico/styras/

BITRSS
https://bitrss.com/news/77771/styras-ico-a-new-token-that-will-allow-you-to-enjoy-af-
fordable-internet-access-anywhere-on-the-planet-just-by-using-your-phone

BITCOIN EXCHANGE GUIDE
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/styras/

BITCOIN PODCAST
https://thebitcoinpodcast.com/release/styras-is-the-fi rst-decentralized-mobile-app-
ico-pre-sale-starts-november-21st/

COINVEDI
https://coinvedi.com/de/styras-ico-a-new-token-that-will-allow-you-to-enjoy-aff ord-
able-internet-access-anywhere-on-the-planet-just-by-using-your-phone/

ICOCOUNTDOWN
https://www.icocountdown.com

TRACK ICO
https://www.trackico.io/ico/styras/

LIST ICO.IO
https://www.listico.io/ico-details.php?id=63

ALTCOIN ALERTS
https://altcoinalerts.com/ico/styras/

CRYPTUS RUS
https://cryptosrus.com/styras-off ers-aff ordable-internet-anywhere-planet/



Contact & Support
Website: https://qwasder.io/  and http://styras.io/

E-mail: support@qwasder.io
Telegram: t.me/Styras

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/StyrasGlobal/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/styras_global

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/styras_global/
BitcoinTalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2425315.msg24816279#msg24816279

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpGexqIaD2IrpLRUMMBwCzw/videos
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